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MOOD, OFFICIAL VERSION, B/W & NEGATIVE VERSIONS
The project made for the Association ‘Affetti da’ comes from the desire to represent the
positivity, the courage and the trust, with which
serious and hard challenges can be daily faced
by the association, the patients and their family,
with the pictogram of an elephant.
The elephant is usually assembled to dignity,
patience, wisdom and longevity. Uncommon
mnemonic qualities are recognized to this majestic animal, and this is the reason why it is
often considered a lucky charm, especially in
a disease situation like that of a person with
memory problems as an Alzheimer sick.
We chose the green and the red colors for the
official version because, being them complementary, they represent the union of the opposites. At the same way of solitude and presence,
pathology and therapy, pain and hope that are
the two sides of the same coin: ever-present in
the life of who daily face themselves with hard
and delicate situations.
PANTONE: 321C
CMYK: 100% - 21.8% - 42.6% - 2.41%
RGB: 0 - 140 - 149
HEXADECIMAL: #008C95
PANTONE: 710C
CMYK: 3.15% - 90.72% - 64.49% - 0%
RGB: 231 - 62 - 81
HEXADECIMAL: #E73D50
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STRUCTURE & ASSEMBLY

Designing the pictogram, we have mainly used
circles and soft shapes that symbolize protection, like an hug, and reliability. So the head and
the trunk of the elephant create the A letter,
that is also the initial of the association name.
Although it has a rigorous design, the logotype
is the matching of curvy shapes that, placed
side by side to the pictogram, contemporary
give it balance and solidity. The possibility to
use the complete or the partial version of the
brand and the logo, ensure it to be employed
in the editorial field (on brochures, depliant and
posters), for merchandising and other promotional media.
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MONOCHROMATIC VERSIONS & COLOURED SURFACES

CUSTOMIZATIONS & APPLICATIONS
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